
Moses as a baby  

Slide 1 

The story of Moses 
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Moses was born in Egypt (choose Moses’ mum- get her to hold baby Moses in 

her arms) 
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The King of Egypt (Pharaoh) was very cruel to God’s people the Israelites (dress 

up child/helper as Pharaoh) 
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The Israelites were very frightened (frightened face symbol) 
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Worse still…………….Pharaoh wanted to hurt all the Israelite baby boys (sad face 

symbol) 
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Moses was a baby- would he be killed by Pharaoh? (Moses Mum look 

frightened ) 
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God loved Moses and had a plan (heart symbol + point up to God) 
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Moses’s Mum hid him in a basket (Mother put baby into basket on river - 

Tarpaulin) 
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Miriam stayed close by (choose Miriam to sit close to river watching Moses) 
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Pharaoh’s daughter the Princess saw the baby! (Choose princess to walk by 

river) 
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The Princess wanted to keep Moses- she loved him!!(Princess pick up baby 

from basket) 
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Brave Miriam asked the princess if she would like help with the baby 
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Miriam ran and got her mum! (Miriam bring her mum to the river) 
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Moses’ mum helped the Princess care for him (Princess hand Moses to his 

mum) ………. The Princess didn’t know it was Moses’ mum!!! 
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God took care of Moses and kept him safe from the horrible Pharaoh  
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God loves you! (Heart symbol) 

God has a wonderful plan for your life and will be with you all the time as you 

grow- just like Moses! 

Prayer: Thank you God for taking care of Moses. Help me to ask you for help 

when I am frightened. Thank you that you have a great plan for my life. Amen 

  


